[ENG]
EXHIBITION ICLUDED IN THE BGW2022
15 >> 18 SET 2022

JOAN ILL

SOMNI ATEMPORAL - TIMELESS DREAM
15.09 >> 11.11.2022

15.09 - 18.09.2022
OPENING at L&B Gallery
Thursday 15 Sept. from 7pm to 9.30pm | Alaba 58, Barcelona | M Bogatell
Site specific video installation by Joan Ill on board the schooner Niña Luisita at the Real
Club Náutico de Barcelona (ninaluisita.com)
Thursday 15 Sept. from 9:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. Book by appointment due to limited capacity (COMPLETE)
Drink with the artist
Friday Sept 16th at 13 o’clock
Saturday Sept 17th at 12 o’clock
Guided tour and talk by the artist
L&B Gallery is pleased to present Joan Ill’s solo show “Somni atemporal” (Timless dream).
“Always within the admirable sense of coherence that shows throughout his career, his recent production shows a
splendid maturity, an increasingly subtle and refined use of his characteristic tools: transparency, hybridization with
the photographic language, the combination of the manual with the technological... so that he manages, -especially in his diptychs and triptychs- to transmit, to communicate something new, a deep sense of purity, an atmospher
impregnated with spirituality and transcendence.”
Text by Raquel Medina de Vargas
Under the title “Timeless dream”, the artist exhibits his latest
works at the gallery (Àlaba, 58) and in parallel, and only on
the opening day, Thursday, September 15 from 9:30 p.m.
to 12:00 a.m., he invites the public to visit his latest video
installation “Dream”.
“Joan Ill has the gift to poeticize the banal; to draw from
the thousand times repeated landscape a subtle feeling
of transcendence; to evoke with absolute contemporaneity
the immemorial of man’s relationship with nature.”
Article by Zéna Zalzal, L’Orient-Le Jour.
Joan Ill, Vilanova i la Geltrú 1954 currently lives and works
in Barcelona. Stands out the latest following individual
exhibitions: (2021) “Mediterran” Galeria Tanit, Beirut; (2018)
“Adagio” Essenheimer Kunstverein, Essenheim, Germany.
He has exhibited and collaborated with various institutions
and galleries, participating in fairs such as ARCO Madrid, Art
Colonia, Kunstrai Amsterdam, LOOP Barcelona, Beirut Art
Fair, Paris Photo, etc. His work is part of public and private
collections nationally and internationally. Currently the artist
is represented by L&B Gallery (Barcelona) and Tanit Gallery
(Lebanon and Munich).
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For more images or information contact to (+34) 629 331 386 o galeria@lbcontemporaryart.com
Monday - Friday 9.30 h to 14.30 h and 16 h to 19 h. Saturday 11 h to 14 h.
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JOAN ILL

VIDEOINSTALATION SITE SPECIFIC - TIMELESS DREAM
NIÑA LUISITA, REAL CLUB NÁUTICO DE BARCELONA
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